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The Center

The mission of the Center for Research on Effective Schooling for DisadvantagedStudents
(CDS) is to significantly improve the education of disadvantaged students at each level of
schooling through new knowledge and plactices produced by thorough scientific study and
evaluation. The Center conducts its research in four program areas: The Early and Elementary
Education Program, The Middle Grades and High Schools Program, the Language Minority
Program, and the School, Family, and Community Connections Program.

The Early and Elementary Education Program

This program is working to develop, evaluate, and disseminate instructional programs
capable of bnnging disadvantaged students to high levels of achievement, particularly in the
fundamental areas of leading, writing, and mathematics. The goal is to expand the =age of
effective alternatives which schools may use under Chapter 1 and other compensatory education
funding and to study issues of direct relevance to federal, state, and local policy on educationof
disadvantaged students.

The Middle Grades and High Schools Program

This program is conducting research syntheses, survey analyses, and field smdit,s in middle
and high schools. The three types of projects move from basic research to useful practice.
Syntheses compile and analyze existing knowledge about effective education of disadvantaged
students. Survey analyses identify and describe current programs, practices, and fiends in middle
and high schools, and allow studies of their effects. Field studies are conducted in collaboration
with school staffs to develop and evaluate effective programs and practices.

The Language Minority Program

This program represents a collaborative effort. The University of California at Santa
Barbara is focusing on the education of Mexican-American students in California and Texas;
studies of dropout among children of recent immigrants are being conduc.ed in San Diegoand
Miami by Johns Hopkins, and evaluations of learning strategies in schools serving Navajo,
Cherokee, and Lumbee Indians are being conducted by the University of Northern Arizona. The
goal of the program is to identify, develop, and evaluate effective Forams for disadvantaged
Hispanic, American Indian, Southeast Asian, and other language minority children.

The School, Family, and Community Connections Program

This piogram is focusing on the key connections between schools and families and between
schools and communities to Wild better educational programs for disadvantaged children and
youth. Initial work is seeking to provide a research base concerning the most effective ways for
schools to interact with and assist parents of disadvantaged students and interact with the
conununity to produce effective community involvemem.
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Achieving School Improvement Through School District
-Restructuring

For a number of years we have been explor-
ing methods for helping schools and other orga-
nizations assess themselves and then plan, im-
plement, and evaluate improvement efforts.
This work has led to a method for assessing
school climate (G. Gottfredson, 1985), a struc-
ture for facilitating school improvement (G.
Gottfredson, 1984; G. Gottfredson & D.
Gottfreison, 1987; G. Gottfredson, Rickert, Ad-
vani, & D. Gottfiedson, 1984), and some exam-
ples of the application of these tools in success-
ful school improvement programs (D. Gottfred-
son, 1986, 1987a) and experimental programs to
reduce the risk of adolescent problem behavior
in schools (e.g., D. Gottfredson, 1986, 198Th;
G. Gonfredson, 1987a, 1987b).

More recently, we have applied this school
improvement method in helping to restructure a
school system to reduce the risk of dropout.
This is a bigger leap than it may at first app:ar
to be. People planning and implementing im-
provements in a school are workers at the pro-
duction level (the faculty) and their first-level
supervisor (the principal). In contrast, plaiming
and implementing improvements in a school
system require concerted action by individuals at
more levels of the system, concerted action
despite specialization of roles and function and
barriers to communication, and less direct first-
hand knowledge of the conditions of instruction
on the pan of the planners. Nevertheless there
are similarities between the planning structures
that are appropriate for building-level groups
and those appropriate for school districts.

In this repon we (i) d'acuss some issues in-
volved in intervention with a school system to
promote restructuring, (ii) illustrate how a pro-
gram development structure applies to coping
with these issues, and (iii) summarize progress
to date in developing constructive system
responses to the problem of the risk of student
dropout in a large school system.

I. Issues In School System Development

Attempts to restructure a school system must
address nine issues: (a) perspective, (b) goals,
(c) inertia, (d) ccherence, (e) objectives, (f) de-

1

sign choices, (g) norms, (h) quality control, and
(i) persistence. School systems we composed of
groups of people in interaction who work with
and through each other to accomplish the educa-
tional goals of the organization. These nine is-
sues are issues with which these groups must
cope successfully to improve schools in the sys-
tem and reduce dropout and other forms of
adolescent problem behavior.

Perspective

A successful poet once explained that it was
his job to notice the things that most people took
for granted the things they did not notice be-
cause their attention was directed to the hazards
and tasks of day to day life. Most of us--
including most superintendent% educational
evaluation and research specialists, pupil person-
nel directors, curriculum and instruction
specialists, and other school system
administratorsare focused on the routine
hazards of our jobs. Even when personnel are
directing attention to relatively large projects
(overhauling curriculum, say, or working to get
a new criterion-referenced testing program oper-
ating properly), this attention is really mostly at-
tention to details.

One product of a structwe useful for educa-
tional improvement at the school district level is
perspective. Achieving perspective requires dis-
tancing oneself and other members of the ad-
ministrative group from the specific roles as-
signed to each member and from the specific
hazard occupying one's attention at the moment
to take stock of how the system is doing. What
are the major patterns in the educational out-
comes being achieved by the entire system? Are
them obvious areas where the reduction of risk
is possible? Would alternative methods of ac-
countability or educational assessment produce a
surpriting or familiar portrait of the system's
productivie

This distancing and stock taking may require
an occasion for formal assessment of the sys-
tem's functioning and outcomes; it may require
the use of information not routinely scnninized
or the organization of available information in
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cohaence, then, is enthusiasm for tIm fail of the
moment. k second reason is that program
choices are made without benefit of what we call
a theory ( action.

A theory ot action explains a problem ar the
path to its resolution in tenns of variables over
which the school system or its pommel have
control. In coma, whenever you hear
eta..ators explain a problem by reference to 'var-
iables over which they have little control (e.g.,
"parents don't 'value" lotion") you are hear-
ing a theory of inactioxi A group operating on
the beds of a theory of action is more likely to
develop a cohata propos directed at solving
the system's educational problem& A group op-
erating with a theory of inaction may do some-
thing, but what it does may bear little on the
problan.

Objectives

According to a recent report in the Baltimore
Evening Sam (Kelly, 1988), the city school sys-
tem's grade retention rate in the first grade is
about 19%. It is equally high in grade 7 and
higher in grade! 9 (31%) and 10 (23%). With
such high retention rates it Is likely that only
aramd half of students make it to the legal age
for leaving school without having been retained
in grade at least once and the dropout rate is
probably around 50%.

Suppose that Baltimom City Public Schools
adopted a goal of raising Mc echool completion
rate from its current level to 80% within four
years while maintaining curlew graduation re-
guillemots (that is, not lowering graduation
standards dranakally). This would be a hope-
lessly difficult objective for the system. Be-

1Tkis theory of inaction is not ally hicdy to be un-
aodnctive of action, bat it is also newly always Ake.
There may be a few parents somewhere who do not
value ednowion for their children, bet they are clearly
deviant individnals. Perhsps what this cos**
really mems is, "parents do not do what I wen them
to do so help me etIncase thel childme 110
rephrasing is a more useful theory, because it sug-
gests dist the person uttering the seesaw mig t be
more effective in communicating what be/she wants,
Anson, other things.

CAM so many persons entering high school cur-
rently have been retained at least oncetherefote
displaying, the, single most paint predictor of
dropoutno :furesejable 111064011 ',mom
could Cut Ihezdroptat ram by:theainalt, re-
wired M. ail *ego& Were the walla to
plan pregatai ;with dis aim, the ptedictelle
consequence,Would be a lack of personnel com-
mitment so the goal and probably sa added set=
of demorilizition.

Weick (1984) has explained how latge social
problems (such as Baldmore's dropout problem)
am usefully be reddined as a, cdkodok of
anger problems many of which can kanibly be
addressed in the shoe nm, allowing problein sol-
vers to experience a succession of "small wirm."
For die sanicreason, some SiMOIlles for helping
groups make plans schedule cdtical benchmaks
(Oottfredson, 1984) that signal progress in prob-
lem solving long before the cumuladve effects
of programs become visible. These critical
benchmaks ssid small wins sews as worker and
organizational minforcers. Critical beadwork:,
shott4enn objectives, aid implananadon or
performance standards all serve reinforcing
functions. They should be built into any school
system's plans to reduce the risk of adolescent
problem behavior.

Objectives must be attainable and perceived
to be makable by the :vacation of feasible
amounts of effort.

Norms

Every school system has developed a set of
vetbalized and tacit trams that structure the way
it does business. These name have a 'Milking
influence, they am some of the -"anchors" that
maintain dm status quo. Developing or clang-
ing shared definidons in entire school systems is
mote difficult than clanging norms in single
schools. Departmentalizadon sod the tall aga-
nizational structures typical of modaste to lap
sized school systems mire communication
problematic and the management of change dif-
ficult.

Among other thinp, norms and role defini-
dots dawning who canmunicates with whom,
who is regarded as "responsibk" for planning in
specific mess of the system's conceal, and who
is "not responsible" for planning in various
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shows that high rates of grade retention have
been a problem of long standing in this district,
although a Foblem that may have been ex-
acethated by the application of stricter standards
for grade promotion in the absence of effective
restructuring to produce greater student learning.
Overage students drop out in grade 9 and after,
relatively few graduating seniors are overage.

Fact-Finding, Balance, and Goal Manage-
ment

Additional fact-finding focused on the ways
the system's general aims were understood and
managed, and on how balanced this understand-
ing was. Interviews were conducted with area
superintendents, principals, assist= principals,
counselces, and teachers in a cross-section of
schools. In 'moose to questions about goals,
most individuals at all levels identified raising
test scores on the norm-referenced and criterion-
referenced tests composing the district's state-
imposed testing program as a key goal. Some
personnel pointed to "overage students" in mid-
dle schools and dropout in the high schools as
problems, but not as priorities for problem solv-
ing.

Interviews turned up no evidence of any sys-
tematic methods for coping with student
heterogeneity beyond Chapter 1 resource and in-
class programs and special education programs.
That is, no programmatic attempt to assist class-
room teachers manage the instruction of
heterogeneous classes was evident. Interviews,
and a review of records, showed that rates of
suspension (i and out of school) and expulsion
were extremely high in many middle schools.
High rates of grade retention in rust grade woe
generally regarded as expected. Certified spe-
cial education teachers, and teachers in work in
sehools in the poorer rural areas and in central
city (predominantly black) schools were in short
supply. Some noncenificated personnel were
being used, aid there was a general perception
that less experienced and talented personnel
were staffing schools in less "desirable" loca-
tions.

Our examination of "balm._ versus im-
balance in the management of the district's goals
showed that there were vast differences in edu-
cational outcomes for different groups of stu-
dents and different schools. Figure 6 shows that

black males are much more often retained in
grade than are other groups, with white, females
least often retained. Only about 22% of black
male ninth graders have never been retained in
grade. . Home 7 shows mention rates in two
elementary schools in the same constftuent dis-
trict, one all black aid one moistly white. Other
analyses (G. D. Gottfiedsoi & D. C. Gottfred-
son, 1989) showed, for exampk, that the per-
.entage of elementary schools' students receiv-
,..4 subsidized lunch was correlated -.76 with
mean reading tat scores at the end of the first
grade-

Interview evidence also showed problems
with the methods being used throughout the dis-
trict to test for mastery of 'district objectives.
Problems with mastery testing probably *also
contributed to grade retention, and the origin of
the testing methods being used was in the dis-
trict's emphasis on maintaining standuds.

Combined with the data about test scores and
grade retention, this additional intimation
served to focus the school system planning
team's attention on a redefinition of goals and
assessment procedures that reflect a greater
balance. Specifically, the team framed long-
term goals for increasirg the percentage of stu-
dents who meet grade-to-grade promotion stan-
dards at the expected age as well as goals for the
nercentage of ninth graders who graduate from

schooL The planning group was con-
-.lined by the expectation that the school board

would look with disfavor on any proposal that
hinted of relaxing performance standards in any
way, and the new overall goal coped with the
board's emphasis on standards by setting a more
balanced as well as more difficult standard by
emphasizing both the promotion criteria and the
timeliness with which they are met.

Overcoming Inertia

Both the situation the school system faced
and the program development structure we ap-
plied probably contributed to progress for this
school system. Grade retention had developed
into a sufficient problem for the middle schools
that there was in some sense a "crisis" and the
system had been negatively reviewed by the
state department of education partly on this
basis. The application of the PDE method by a
group specially composed for planning and fa-

6 13
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One important structure for promoting pro-
gram coherence was an agreed-upon rule that
only those innovations that evidence implied
would 3pproach the objectives that the theory of
action implied must be reached would be con-
sidered in planning. The application of this rule
led to the specification of 17 specific interven-
tions to be initiated in the next two years (with
additional interventions to be phased in over
time). These interventions are a credible and
impressive set of reforms targeted directly at the
problems the district must solve. They include
the application of more stmctured kindergarten,
improved reading and math instruction in the
eady elementary grades, an ambitious agenda of
teacher stad administrator training, cooperative
learnmg aid improvements in discipline in the
middle schools, and other improvements.

These innovations must be first implemented
on an experimental basis, complete with a
rigorous evaluation, and shown to be
demonstrably more effective than existing ar-
rangements before they aro extended distfict
wide. This additional nde about piloting and
showing the superior efficacy of new arrange-
ments is a powerful structure for directing the
activities of educadonal professionals in the dis-
trict. The first of these fonnal evaluations
highlighted the efficacy of some methods for
managing student behavior in the middle glades
(D. Gonfredson, Karweit, and G. Gottfiedson,
1989) and implied that the program could be
modified to make improvements. An evaluation
of another pilot program to increase the equity
with which elementary school teachers interact
with. students is almost complete, an assessment
of the use of home-based reinforcement by guid-
ance personnel implied that .improvements in
implementation are needed before the program
will work. Ambitious evaluttions of radically
restructwed kindergarten and elementary school
instruction and fundamental changes in the al-
location of resources for instruction in Chapter 1
schools are being conducted now (despite the
ravages of Hurricane Hugo just as the experi-
ment was beginning).

Setting Feasible Goals and Objectives

In 1987 in this school district, the number of
persons enrolled in 12th grade was about 55% of
the number of persons enrolled in 5th grade in
1980, so the current on-time graduation rate for

this school district is about .55%. The speed
with which this percentage can be raised to 80%
is limited by the demography of the =tent high
school population and the untbitunate fact that
many high-school aged students have already
discoothmed their educations. The plaming
team decided to use graduation records to calcu-
late the on-time graduation rate for each year as
precisely as possible (using the number of dis-
trict students of fifth-grade age seven years ear-
lier as the denominator), making corrections for
in- and out-migration if necessary, to assess
progress towards the goal of 80% graduation by
the year 2001. 'Me year 2001 is the year stu-
dents entering kindergarten in 1988 would be
expected to graduate. To achieve a goal of 80%
graduation try the year 2001, the percentage im-
provement will have to exceed 2% each year on
average. Because bigger improvements due to
the cumulative effectiveness of improving edu-
cational progress in the earlier grades will not be
manifested in high school compleons for
several years, implovements smaller than 2%
are expected in 1989 and 1990, with larger im-
provements manifested in later years.

Similar logic was applied in fn. specification
of feasible goals and objectives in other areas.

We have worked with the Division of Re-
search and Evaluation to design mw organiza-
tional peiformance and accoratability structures.
From now on, the district rad every school in it
will know what proportion of students in each
grade are meeting the districts educational stan-
dards on time. In addition, key outcomes im-
plied by the district's theory of action will be
regularly monitored through student surveys and
other means. These modified evaluation and ac-
countability structures, reported on a routine
basis, serve to focus the attention of everyone
concerned on a new set of goals and objectives.
This modified reporting method produces
dramatic differences in perfonnance criteria
from the old grade-level critedon-referenced
testing program and reports; it direrls attention
to on-time achic.vemert A standards.

Normative Re-Education and Job Re-
Definition

The school system's plan for educational im-
provement and dropout reduction calls for ap-
plying the PDE method in an iterative fashion

8 15
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Then, a now 19 separate Sub-Committees
of the 2001.Tholtforce; thermal*. OW:ft*
L Inariditionto there, eXPethLtenfitavOlun
to evaluate, drut_prevanitmlirograinvialate
elemaitaryInCln: dd1eachols, astit ATARI
addidonallitimveition areat-motting planned
for inceptiladon'inio -the Tatkftome- tinware.
Table Ishows- the stme each 'hrventiosca
has rachetund the schocdo in which it is being
implemented 11 a demonstration or pilot:

Pilot programs being implemented and
evaluated.',. now include: (a) two idtenia6ve
mocidiedltincietganeit- provanis,(h). lsehool-
wide- CliipserTprOgimir Lased on the- "Success
for ArmOdel end a-Chapter program Involv-
ing "Reading Recovery," (c) "Croperadve In-
tegrated Raiding' and Compositica" in tipper
elementary-trades, (d) a coMpnter assisted in-
structicoal program, (e) enhanced summer
school program, (f) a home-based reinforcement
program, mid (f) a.comprehensive cbssipom and
behavior management program for middle
schools. Plans for piloting and evaluation of ad-
ditional program crmponents beginnlng next
year are being made.

Final Words

We have provided a partial description of an
application of a systematic approach for pro-
gram planning to one school system': current
ambitious efforts to reduce the risk' of dropout
and adc....i&nt problem behavirr. Irt the process
of assisting this school system develop its plans,
we were snuck with the similarity of the group-
psychological processes involved in planning at
the dittrict and at the school boildhtgleveL We
were slop Muck by the magnitude* the bene-
fits of peitiective anil rational problem solving
at dila higher level of complexity. For examPie,
discOVerkag better ways of expending Chapter 1
monies eat mil* result bm1UIOos, of dollars
being spent Mote productifeltOWdlatrict. As
faros we:know, the CharktitOkett*Imeist*ith
schooki 'If Chapter 1. pnigaitinalt die flit In-
Once,* much a radical resmicturkig 'Of the op-
Plication atheist resonStea" South
Csiolint;F, We ire 'aicattallitdihat the pDE
strisciiittuitpeani to luildfirOOdee of,being useftd
in rebel** school systems lb belp them better
serve ataisk students.
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2001 -- Schools Invitvai In SO,Pii,edfRiiiiii
-- Kay tih-'s

'

1: Improved Kindergarten (KIND)

2: Primer), Reeding 1-3 (READ)

3: Cooperative Integrated Reading and raipasition4CIDC)4.6

4: Readily; and Writing Across the Curricidusit12 'Can,

5: Computer Assisted Instruction LINIIPals Arts (CAI)

6: ilsth Instruction 3-3 (TAI) Toss Assisted Instruction

7: Teschir Effectiveness end Imputations (TESA)

8: Middle Schools Instruction (Cooporstivo Learning) (NSI)

9: rlexible Arrangemonts for Nigh School (FLEX)

10: Business end Community Collaboration (SSC)

11: Nigh School Tescher Aleisor-Advisse (ADV)

12: Assossmont of MrAtery (ASSN)

13: School-Sseed Support (ses)

14: Summer Enhancement Propos it8 (SUM)

13: Student Suspension/Regulations and Practices (SUM)

16: Middle School Oshovior and ClaseroomMinosemont (SOO

17: Personnel Allocation to At-Risk Schools (ALL)

18: Parental Assistance (PAS)

19: Vocational Education's NI/ (NC)

12
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2001 -- Schools Involved in Pilots and Demonatratfons,.1999-90

** District Oi

534 Lincoln Nigh

IC IC

tritei`vontl!Oli,,

9,,,z;:r
milk

s,.`',?.

1V,
sac.:,

,

it:';;
mcW

12
MIN

13..e
SOS

I

14
sto

15 16
kit ALL

1$
PAR

19

** District 02

202 Nt Pleasant Academy

203 Nada ilhitesides El

204 Sullivan's Island Et

207 Joni Mor Elm

210 James I Edwards El

242 Laing Niddla

245 Moultrie Middle

274 Mandl) Nigh

111111111IIIIIIIIII
1111111111111111 I---1 I

1111111111111111111

1111111111111111111
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPIIII
1111111[1111111'1111
1111[111 111111'1111

MOTE. 11 School involved in pilot ms proem scima4
C School bestiad in pitet me a comparison Wheel
0 lam( involved in a dimatcratien
E Scheel involved in *tension
* 19690 ir a punning Mr-

13 20
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2001 -- Schools Involved in Pilots and Demonstrations, 19690 (Cont.)

District 03

304 Harbor View Elam

305 Stiles Point Elam

309 Murray Lumina Et

342 James Island MS

343 Fort Johnson MS

350 Jaws Island High

Intervention NO.

IKINDILADICIRCILV
5
CAI Tilt MI IMP VOC

19

IIIIIIIII
IIlllilLIIlIllIplIIIi

356V Gresham *moat VC

* District 09

902 Angel Osk Elan

906 Nt. Zion Elsa

907 Friorson Elsa

4

M111°1E11111 MIMI
111d111111111111111

944 Smut Gap hiddle I I

951 St. Johns IlIgh

MC1111111111'1111'
111111111111111'11111

P 0 Scheel Waved in a pilot as a prop= school
C a Sdwm4 involved Mm a pilot as a comparison $41000i

0 Schos4 iNoelved Mm a dsmanstration
E 0 Scheel involved in extmision
* 1909-90 is a planning year.

14
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-2001 -v Schools,LInvolvad intitots4ist14iisatiratians, 'WIWI° (aint.)

I

1

KINDIIISMIFIRC
. ._

410 Renild E ItclIcir EL

412 Chkere Elementary

413 Burns Elementary

414 Lambs Elementary

4

IC IC1
Li

CAI

-.

6 -:-
TAI,

l'''''....%

It!!

'

a'''.
Hit-,

OrkZ,:`.:

!LI!!
iti:i.-

''''''.:

Ws;
,,,
12,--.

,

113 ,:.

3

14:,
10,10"

,

1 , .P.

111"

!):-.!':....4]":7-.:
Act::. PAR.f.' VOC

-7:7 iii';` 16'.;

as o 0000000 sawat

IP_IP I TT

'c

,41swkonEtersntarylIIIIIMIIIMIII1
416 Midland Park Elam TT I I

418 North Charleston El I

419 Berry Elem

iiiiifTrIIIIII

420 Park Circle Elam 1111
421 Goodwin Else

422 Remount Road Elem

IILS laams-Irmmlammalswommal

1

'..',.,
1

111-11c1I1IIIIIIIIIII
424 Malley Park Elem I 1 PII
425 Corcoran Elam

435 Nor, Ford Elem

436 Papperhill Elam

IcIcIlicilIIIIIIIIIIII
!NOTE. School_ Involved in pilot as e propos *Awl

C School bwolved In a pflet as a easperison ached
0 Wog .involved in a doonsfretion.
E Stkiel fivoived hi warden

1909-90 is a slosh" year.

15 (In



441 Alice Birney PS

442 Brentwood Middle

443 Norman C Tools MS

444 Morningsfde Middle

452 North Charleston NS

453 Garrett Mitt

454 Stall Nigh

456 Goatee itivor EOC

2P01 Schools Involved in Pilots and Demonstrations, 1909-90 (Ccet.)

Intervention No.

1111M01:EADIIRC Lie 1 5CAI It'Al ITESAILI

IS0. C11 LL VOC
16 111, 19
S A PAR

1

IIIpIICIIIiIIIIIIpIIIII

IIIIIIIIIIIIII1 11111
111111111°111111P11111

MI11111111111' 11111
11111111°1111MM-I

P School involved in a pilot as a program school

C School Involved in a pilot es a comparison school
School involved in a demonstration

E Woo= Involved in =tension
* 1911910 is a planning Yew-

16
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2001 Schools Invitved in Pilots and Demonstrations, 150010 (Cont.)

KIND

2 5
CA1 TA1 TEM

IntsrommtCen Ea.

11":11`
Old- AON

14 Is
OAP

17.
ALL-
e.

111

PAR'

iv
Vtle

603 $t Whim Etas

605 Stono Park Elsa

6060sktarwitism i 11 LI
607 Omen Grove Elam

6011 Ashley River Elam

611 Sprinafield Elea

642 C Williams NS

644 Drayton Kall /Odd*

651 St Andros Nigh

652 Middleton Nish

111'111111111111'11____I

NOTE. P School involved in a pilot se s propose sthool
C School involved in a pilet se a comparison school
0 Scheel Involved in domenstration
E s Schad Involved in omtension
* s 190010 is a planning poor.
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2001 -- 111:1100111 Irmo Pad in Pilots and Desonstrations, 11111990 (Cont.)

FINDFIND

Intimation NO.

**District 20

706 Numingse Etanntery I

161 LIX U; V ASSNUN
.

15 16
IUSP ALL PM VOC

17

707 Jaw Simons Elea I___11! 1 1

71), &dot *cadets/ (1C-11)
I I

710 Fraser Elea !PIP] 1111 111111 11 ____i_.__ ____I___.

712 Niteholl

714 SandersClyde El

741 Courteney Ntddl.

74$ livers Midas

l IP

I I I I I I I I I I I I

I 1 1 1 I'll

1 'I 1 'II I I I I I I.........J

I I

752 Audit& Magnet Nigh I

755 lurk* Nigh

11111111111111'11111

IIIIIIIIIII°1111'11111
NOTE. Scheel involved in pilot as program school

C School involved in pilot as caparison school
School involvad in dusratratien
Scheel braised in estonsion
110010 is a planning year.
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2001 -- delooste Waived in Pilots and Oinonstrathns, 1X19-90 (Cont.)

** District 23

SOS Blaney Elementary

SOP Jena Edmonds Elam

310 E S Ellington Elam

311 Nfrinie Nushes Elam

043 R 0 Schroder Nicidle

1:111111120

Intervention 114.

3 14 4 7 11 9 10 il 12 TN 14 ls
CIRCA'S/ CAI TA! MOI 1 nix 1 V Am Addi SAS SUN

I
$11110

1 * I. i
I ALL PAII

11 17 II IP

I 1111'111111
I 1 II IPil 111

I I I I I I I I I IP

1151 Baptist dill Nigh 111111111! IP 1111
NOM. P School invelvel in a pilot as a program schoot

C School involved in a pilot as comporison othool
0 s s-hael involved in a demonstration
E school hwolved in extension
s 198940 is a planning seer.

19
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Teacher
Quality

Instruction:
Content,
Methods,
Arrangements

Adult
Supervision

010010,00sessolo.'

Figure 8
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CSARLESTON COUNTY SCI1001. DISTRICT
ORGANIZATION IN 1907

Superintendent

Deputy Operations

Records, Facilities, etc.

CO

CountyWide District
with Eight Constituent

Distr:cts (Areas)

35
Figure 9

Dir. Instruction

1

-1

-1

Dir. Curriculum

Dir. Pupil Personnel

Dir. Evet. & Research

Dir. Adult Education

--.1Dir. federal Programs

1

Dir. Middle Schools

Deputy Adelnistratice

noardfnetor of Local

Administration

-I
Ares Supt. Dist. 1
2 Rural Schools

I

i
Ares Supt. Dist. 2
8 Suburban Schools

-.1

1
Ares Supt. Dist. 3
7 Suburban Schools

Ares .,upt. Dist. 4

28 Urterauburben Schools

Ares Scot. Dist. 9
5 Rursi Schools

Arse Supt. Dist. 10 I
10 Suburban Schools

Ares Stmt. Dist. 20
9 Urban Schools

1
Ares Supt. Dist 23 -1
6 Rural Schools

Deputy P7er---ne

Dir. Staff Development

Other Personnel Functions

Superintendent Appointed by a Board
Which Is Elected County Wide

36



Instruction

-1
Voc. Ed.

-1
Elea.

I PET I

Figure 10

Curriculum

Lang. Arts I

Math -ml

Science 1

Soc. Stud. I

For. Lang

G & T I

PE/Math

Media I

Computers I

Fine Arts I

Orgenization.
Division of Curriculum andinstruCtion

Before Reorganisation

CuEilcultat & instruction

ec-1 .*,^` ,
,s ^..,

Pupil Personnel Evel. & Research Adult Education Federal Programs

PPS Teams I Testing LiteracT1

L:T

CIT

- -I Guidance

Health

Attend.

--MHt

Riddle Schools

Note the broad spen of control for thlt,
Deputy Superintendent and the lirectorI
of Curriculum
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trz1M1V-,%-grAW?,

Organisation

Division of Curricutus and Instruction

Aftor koreaniaation

Curriculum & Insituction

Inetruction

Voc. Ed.

Alt. Lrm.

Inst. $up.

AI

Figure 11

Curriculum I Lpupit Personnet

Amenities I

Meth & Science I

Arts

PPS Tom

LIT

EN/CI TOMB I

Guidance I

Audi t

& Reword 1 [..!!Ult EdUcation I I Special Funds ]

-i Ttin
I i Literecyl

.

Mots the narrowed span of control for

the Deputy Superintendsnt, thoDirector

of Curriculum and Director of Pupil

Personnel Sorvices
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